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Questions for Group Discussion (contains spoilers)

1. Did you predict the ending, or was it a surprise?

2. The idea that some sort of concoction could change human skin to snake skin 
is fantastical: were you convinced or did you think it implausible and a step too 
far?

3. Although no precise date is mentioned in the book, do you think the author’s 
recreation of the period is successful?

4. The novel is full of great atmospheric writing: which scenes particularly shone 
for you?

5. What did you think about the way the author ramped up the tension? 
Was it effective, or did you feel manipulated?

6. The prologue and epilogue are very similar: did this work as a narrative 
device, and offer satisfactory bookends to the story? And why do you think the 
author used them?

7. The novel features a number of flashbacks to David Morris’s early life as a 
child and at university. Did these work, or did they interrupt the narrative? 
Why do you think they were introduced as flashbacks?

8. Was the Reverend Morris’s transformation from strict Christian to whisky 
drinking libertarian convincing?

9. If you had to invite one of the characters to dinner, which one would you 
choose, and why?

10. Do you think David and Isabel will get together as a couple in the future, 
or is their relationship over? 

Born in 1956, Peter Benson was educated 
in Ramsgate, Canterbury and Exeter. His 
first novel, The Levels, won the Guard-
ian Fiction Prize. This was followed by A 
Lesser Dependency, winner of the Encore 
award, The Other Occupant, which was 
awarded the Somerset Maugham Award. 
He has also published short stories, 
screenplays and poetry, some adapted for 
TV, radio and many translated into other 
languages.
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Individual questionnaire

Tell ALMA BOOKS and the author what you thought of  the novel

1. Did you enjoy reading Isabel’s Skin? and why?

2. What aspects of  the novel did you enjoy the most?

3. What aspects did you least like?

4. Who are your favorite authors?

5. Are there any questions you would like the author to answer?

6. Would you look forward to reading another novel by Peter Benson?

7. What is your opinion of  the cover of  Isabel’s Skin?

Can we quote you? Circle (bold if  replying by email) YES / NO



Personal Details (optional)

Name:

Age:

Gender:

Would you like to receive monthly email newsletters about Alma Books’ latest releases and events? YES / NO

Email address:

Would you like to receive our free spring and autumn catalogues?  YES / NO

Address:

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this form, please return ether by post to 

Alma Books Ltd
London House
243-253 Lower Mortlake Road
Richmond
Surrey TW9 2LL
United Kingdom

Or by email to mrodrigues@almabooks.com

Visit www.almabooks.com to find out more about other titles and visit our facebook page for discus-
sions and upcoming events 

Follow us on twitter @almabooks


